
Precision Models for adult enthusiasts

Class 59 diesel locomotive N 1:148
Introduced in 1986 by Foster Yeoman the Class 59s were the first US-made, private 
owner diesel locomotives to be allowed on the mainline by British Rail.

Their power and reliability revolutionised operations from the giant Mendip quarries 
and they were the direct antecedents of the now ubiquitous Class 66.

The Revolution models will feature class leading details with numerous separate 
plastic, wire and photo-etched parts combined with a smooth, heavy chassis, Next-18 
DCC interface and factory fitted-speaker on all models.

Tooling has been designed to allow for sub-class variations to be depicted and versions 
from all eras are being offered.

Revolution would like to thank GBRf, Freightliner, Arlington Fleet Services, Aggregate 
Industries, Progress Rail and Hanson for their assistance.

Model available to pre-order, delivery expected Q2-3 2022*
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1938 stock N 1:148
London Underground’s 1938 stock was used on the Northern, Bakerloo, Piccadilly 
and Central lines.  When introduced they were the first tube trains to have all the 
electrical equipment fitted below the floor.

Following withdrawal by LUL in 1988 Network Southeast purchased some driving cars 
and formed them into two-car Class 483 trains for use on the Isle of Wight.  The last 
was retired in January 2021 after more than 80 years of service.

This is the first N gauge RTR mass-market model of a London Underground tube train  
and will feature highly detailed bodyshells, separate flush-glazing and seating, and 
working head, tail and saloon lighting.

Revolution is offering versions in London Underground, Network Southeast and 
Island Line liveries, and would like to thank South Western Railway and Transport for 
London for their support.

Order book opening soon.
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N Gauge Manufacturer of the Year 2020
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For more information about these models and all our projects see:  revolutiontrains.com

With nearly 1000 in service this design has become the default open wagon for the 
modern railway in part because, unlike hoppers, they can be unloaded by a digger in a 
single siding.

The Revolution models feature our usual high levels of detail with moulded ‘loads’ and 
prototypical differences in brake gear between batches.  Versions are available with 
battery operated flashing tail lamps.

Liveries: DB, VTG, Mendip Rail, Touax, GBRf, Tarmac and Cappagh.

MMA/JNA ‘Ealnos’ box wagon N 1:148

Models available to pre-order; delivery expected Q1/2 2022*

N 1:148Mk5 coaches
Caledonian Sleeper and TPE
The new Mk5s are the first loco-hauled coaching stock to be produced for the British 
network for more than thirty years and are in use on Anglo-Scottish sleepers and Trans 
Pennine trains between Scarborough and Hull and Liverpool and Manchester.

Revolution’s models feature NEM couplers, detailed bodies and underframes with 
switchable interior lights and head/tail lights where appropriate.

Liveries:  Caledonian Sleeper teal, TPE blue/silver/magenta.

Models available to pre-order; delivery expected Q3 2022*
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Introduced in 1959, and lasting in service for more than 30 years, six were built for the 
Western region with gangways and four for the London Midland region without.  

We are offering both types, with detail variations including headcode boxes or marker 
lights, plated gangways, separately-fitted sand-boxes and original or updated exhausts.

Features include directional lighting, NEM couplers and Next-18 DCC socket.

Liveries:  BR Green, BR Blue, Royal Mail Red.

Class 128 Parcels DMU N 1:148

Drax Power owns a fleet of 225 biomass wagons designed to maximise capacity within 
the British loading gauge in operation across northern England.

The models feature our usual high levels of detailing plus photo-realistic printing for  
the graphics, markings and logos.

Liveries:  Original Drax Power, ‘Northern Powerhouse’ and new ‘Renewable Pioneers’.

Drax IIA-D biomass hopper N 1:148

Models available to pre-order; delivery expected Q3/4 2022*

Models available exclusively from Rails of Sheffield.
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*Delivery dates are estimates and may change.  Order books can close at any time without notice - we suggest ordering as soon as possible to avoid disappointment.

Revolution Trains was created to enable enthusiasts to unite to fund the development and production 
of models that may be considered too niche or risky by mainstream manufacturers.

00 1:76

1928 ‘K’ type Pullman coaches N 1:148

Class 313/314 ‘PEP’ units

BR Borail, YLA, YQA flat wagons N 1:148

Models available to pre-order in N, order book operning soon in 00

The Cartic-4 was developed by BR and Ford in the 1960s and revolutionised transport of 
cars by rail.  More than 500 sets were built for BR Motorail, MAT, Silcock & Collings and 
STVA.  In the 1980s some received side screens and roofs to protect the cars from stones.

Features: Die-cast lower deck for weight, detailed sides with prototypical brake and 
underframe details, articulated bogies, photo etched deck treads and side screens/roofs 
where appropriate.

Cartic-4 car carrier

Models available to pre-order; delivery expected Q3/4 2022*

N 1:148

In 1928 Metropolitan-Cammell constructed 31 new Pullman coaches.  They were the first 
all-steel Pullmans in Britain and were used on prestigious trains such as the Queen of 
Scots, Ocean Liner Express, and Bournemouth Belle.  Several remain in use with VSOE.

The coaches were a mix of Kitchen 1sts and 3rds, Parlour 1sts and 3rds and Parlour Brake 
3rds. Revolution will offer all types in train packs to allow prototypical formations to be 
assembled and models will feature interior lighting and working table lamps.
 
Liveries:  Pullman umber and cream

Models under development

Built in the early 1960s to carry steel rails, girders and concrete beams, in the 1980s they 
were fitted with new bogies and air brakes and soon after transferred to the engineering 
fleet, receiving the TOPS codes and fishkind names YLA Mullet and YQA Parr.  In 2010 
some Parr were fitted with modular carry-cages and recoded YQA Super Tench.

The models feature NEM couplers and our usual levels of detailing in both scales.  Where 
appropriate models will have separate tie-down loops and bolsters with removable 
stanchions.

The first BR units to be built with both pantographs and third rail collector shoes, the 
Class 313/314 and other PEP-derived units have seen service across southern and 
north-west England and central Scotland for more than 40 years.

The models feature class-specific variations, low profile chassis, switchable lights, Next-
18 DCC socket, factory-fitted speaker in all models, and poseable pantograph.

Liveries: Including BR blue/grey, Network southeast and Southern.  For full list of 
liveries please see our website.

+

N 1:148

Models available to pre-order; delivery expected Q4 2022/Q1 2023*
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Class A tanks were designed for lighter fuels like benzene and built with longer tanks 
than the similar Class B tanks for the same Gross Laden Weight.   In the 1970s many 
were converted to MKV “Zander” box wagons, used for stone traffic and engineer’s spoil 
trains.  

We are also re-running the award-winning Class B tanks with different running numbers.

Class A & B tank/MKV “Zander"

Class A/MKV available to pre-order; Class B re-run from retailers only.
Delivery expected Q2 2022*

N 1:148

For more information about these models and all our projects see:  revolutiontrains.com
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Converted from a former Hastings unit car in 1969, the SR General Manager’s saloon 
gained celebrity status after conveying Charles and Diana to their honeymoon in 1981.  
It remains in use and is the only such vehicle equipped with locomotive driving controls.

Liveries:  BR blue/grey, Network Southeast, Network Rail Brunswick green.

SR Manager’s Saloon ‘Caroline’ 00 1:76N 1:148 +

00 1:76HOA hopper wagon
Introduced from 2006, HOA hopper wagons have been used for aggregate, stone and 
sand trains from quarries in the Peak District and Mendip Hills to terminals or sidings in 
England, Wales and Scotland by DB, Cemex, Mendip Rail and Tarmac.  Detail differences 
between the DB and VTG versions will be replicated on the models.

Liveries: EWS Construction grey, Cemex blue/grey, DB red, Tarmac/Ermewa grey and 
VTG/Mendip silver.

Order book opening soon

Revolution Trains offers enthusiasts a way of supporting the production of niche 
models that may not be viable for the major manufacturers.

We produced Britain’s first successfully crowdfunded model - the award-winning 
N gauge TEA tanker - and have since delivered numerous other models in N and 00.

Our methods mean we only produce models that reach minimum order numbers so 
don’t delay.  The sooner you order the sooner we can deliver and you may get our 
great EarlyBird                prices.  Plus you can budget for your models more easily!

Revolution Trains Ltd, Flat 43 Azure Court, 666 Kingsbury Road, London, NW9 9AW        Company No: 09285416

Models available to pre-order; delivery expected Q2 2022*

00 1:76TUA Caustic Soda tank
Built in 1977 for Caustic Soda traffic from ICI’s Mond works in Cheshire, some were later 
repainted blue by ECC for use on china clay slurry from Cornwall to Scotland.

Liveries: ICI dark transport blue/orange, ECC mid blue

Models available exclusively from Rainbow Railways
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